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The evaluation of matrix functions of the form f (A)v, where A
is a large sparse or structured symmetric matrix, f is a nonlin-
ear function, and v is a vector, is frequently subdivided into two
steps: ﬁrst an orthonormal basis of an extended Krylov subspace
of fairly small dimension is determined, and then a projection
onto this subspace is evaluated by a method designed for small
problems. This paper derives short recursion relations for orthonor-
mal bases of extended Krylov subspaces of the typeKm,mi+1(A) =
span{A−m+1v, . . . , A−1v, v, Av, . . . , Amiv}, m = 1, 2, 3, . . ., with i a
positive integer, and describes applications to the evaluation of
matrix functions and the computation of rational Gauss quadrature
rules.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Many problems in applied mathematics require the computation of expressions of the form
w := f (A)v, (1.1)
where A ∈ Rn×n is a large, sparse or structured, symmetric matrix, f is a nonlinear function deﬁned
on the spectrum of A, and v ∈ Rn. We will for simplicity assume that ‖v‖ = 1, where ‖ · ‖ denotes
the Euclidean vector norm. Functions of interest in applications include
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f (t) := exp(t), f (t) := √t, f (t) := ln(t);
see [1,2,4,5,7–9,11–14,18–20,27] for applications and discussions on numerical methods for the eval-
uation of (1.1).
For matrices A of small to moderate size, the expression (1.1) can be evaluated by using the spectral
factorizationofA.However,whenA is large thecomputationof the spectral factorization isprohibitively
expensive. One then often seeks to determine an approximation of (1.1) by ﬁrst projecting A to a small
symmetric matrix Tm, with m  n, and then evaluating f (Tm), e.g., by determining the spectral or
Cholesky factorizations of Tm. For instance,m steps of the (standard) Lanczos process applied to Awith
initial vector v yield the decomposition
AVm = VmTm + gme
T
m, (1.2)
where Vm = [v1, v2, . . . , vm] ∈ Rn×m, VTmVm = Im, v1 := v, Tm := VTmAVm ∈ Rm×m is symmetric and
tridiagonal, gm ∈ Rn, and VTmgm = 0. Here and below ej = [0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0]T denotes the jth axis
vector and Im the identity matrix of orderm. We tacitly assume thatm is chosen small enough so that
a decomposition of the form (1.2) exists. The expression (1.1) can be approximated by
wm := Vmf (Tm)e1. (1.3)
Since the columns of Vm form an orthonormal basis for the Krylov subspace
Km(A, v) = span{v, Av, . . . , Am−1v}, (1.4)
the expression (1.3) is a polynomial approximant of (1.1) of degree at most m − 1; see, e.g., [4,11,14,
19,20,26] for discussions of this approach. In particular, if f is a polynomial of degree at most m − 1,
then wm = w; see [11,26] for proofs.
If f cannot be approximated accurately by a polynomial of degreem − 1 on the spectrum of A, then,
generally, the expression (1.3) is a poor approximation of (1.1). For this reason Druskin and Knizhner-
man [12] proposed the extended Krylov subspace (EKS) method, which allows for the approximation
of f by a rational function with a ﬁxed pole, say, at the origin.
Assume that A is nonsingular and consider the extended Krylov subspace
K,m(A, v) = span{A−+1v, . . . , A−1v, v, Av, . . . , Am−1v}. (1.5)
Thus,K1,m(A, v) = Km(A, v). Druskin andKnizhnerman [12] showed that projecting the problem (1.1)
onto the subspace (1.5), instead of onto (1.4), can be attractive for many functions f . An algorithm for
computing such approximations is presented in [12]. In this algorithm  is prespeciﬁed, but m can
be increased until an analog of the expression (1.3) for the extended Krylov subspace (1.5) gives a
sufﬁciently accurate approximation of (1.1).
Njåstad and Thron [24] showed that orthonormal bases for the sequence of nested rational Krylov
subspaces
K1,1(A, v) ⊂ K2,2(A, v) ⊂ · · · ⊂ Km,m(A, v) ⊂ · · · ⊂ Rn (1.6)
satisfy a short recursion relation, i.e., the number of terms of the recursion relation is bounded in-
dependently of m. Their derivation uses properties of orthogonal Laurent polynomials. A survey of
this and related results is provided by Jones and Njåstad [21]. Recently, Simoncini [28] derived the
recursion with linear algebra techniques. Error bounds for rational approximants are discussed in
[4,12,13,22].
An extension of the recursion relation discussed by Njåstad and Thron [24] to the sequence of
rational Krylov subspaces
K1,2(A, v) ⊂ K2,4(A, v) ⊂ · · · ⊂ Km,2m(A, v) ⊂ Rn (1.7)
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is described in [20], where we also mentioned our interest in ratios other than 2 of numerator and
denominator degrees. It is the purpose of the present paper to describe recursion relations for or-
thonormal Laurent polynomial bases in the latter situation. Speciﬁcally, we consider sequences of
nested rational Krylov subspaces of the form
K1,i+1(A, v) ⊂ K2,2i+1(A, v) ⊂ · · · ⊂ Km,mi+1(A, v) ⊂ Rn, (1.8)
where i is a positive integer. These spaces are of interest when the evaluation of A−1w for vectors w ∈
Rn is more cumbersome than the computation of Aw. This often is the case when A−1w is computed
by using a triangular factorization of A.
We apply the recursion relations to the computation of rational approximants of expressions (1.1).
The error in the computed approximants depends on the value of i 1. For some functions f , the
choice i > 1 gives a smaller error than i = 1 for rational Krylov subspaces of the same dimension. This
is illustrated in Section 5. We also discuss the computation of rational Gauss quadrature rules.
A different derivation of the recursion formulas in [20] and in the present paper has recently been
provided by Díaz-Mendoza et al. [10], who do not require a sequence of the form (1.8) be used. Our
linear algebra-based derivation also can be applied in this situation. However, this generality destroys
the block-structure of the projection of A onto the rational Krylov subspace (1.8) and therefore is not
pursued.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the recursions when A is symmetric positive
deﬁnite. In Section 3, we are concerned with recursion relations when A is indeﬁnite. Application to
rational Gauss quadrature is described in Section 4, and Section 5 presents a few computed examples.
Concluding remarks can be found in Section 6.
Many results on orthogonal rational functions can be found in the nice book by Bultheel et al. [6].
The possibly ﬁrst application of rational Krylov subspaces reported in the literature is to eigenvalue
problems; see Ruhe [25]. The extended Krylov subspace method of the present paper also can be
applied in this context.
2. Recursions for positive deﬁnite matrices
We will use orthogonal Laurent polynomials to generate an orthonormal basis for the sequence of
Krylov subspaces (1.8) corresponding to the ordering
v, Av, A2v, . . . , Aiv, A−1v, Ai+1v, . . . , A2iv, A−2v, A2i+1v, . . . .
Introduce the space of Laurent polynomials of denominator degree at most j and numerator degree
at most k,
Lj,k := span{x−j , x−j+1, . . . , 1, . . . , xk−1, xk}, x ∈ R\{0},
Given Laurent polynomials q, r ∈ Lj,k and a symmetric positive deﬁnite matrix A ∈ Rn×n, we deﬁne
the inner product on Lj,k ,
(q, r) := (q(A)v)T (r(A)v), (2.1)
where we assume j and k to be sufﬁciently small so that (2.1) indeed is an inner product. Substituting
the spectral decomposition of A into (2.1) shows that
(q, r) =
∫
q(x)r(x)dμ(x) (2.2)
for a nonnegative measure dμ on the real axis. The corresponding distribution function μ can be
chosen to be piecewise constant on R with jumps at the eigenvalues of A.
Associated with the inner product (2.1), there is a sequence of monic orthogonal Laurent polyno-
mials φ0,φ1, . . . φi,φ−1,φi+1, . . . ,φ2i,φ−2, . . . of the form
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φj(x) :=
⎧⎨
⎩
xj +∑j−1k=−(j−1)/i	 cj,kxk, j = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,
xj +∑−ijk=j+1 cj,kxk, j = −1,−2,−3, . . . .
with φ0(x) := 1. Thus,
(φj ,φk) = 0, j /= k. (2.3)
Note that generating an orthogonal basis for Lm−1,im is equivalent to ﬁnding an orthogonal basis for
the extended Krylov subspace Km,im+1(A).
Suppose that an orthogonal basis
{φ0,φ1, . . . ,φi,φ−1,φi+1, . . . ,φ2i,φ−2,φ2i+1, . . . ,φim} (2.4)
for Lm−1,im is available. We describe how this basis can be complemented to yield orthogonal bases
for the spaces Lm,im+j , j = 0, 1, . . . i, starting with j = 0.
2.1. Computation of φ−m
The evaluation of φ−m corresponds to determining an orthogonal basis of Lm,im. Consider the
polynomial
cim,−m+1φ−m(x) − x−1φim(x) ∈ Lm−1,im. (2.5)
The trailing coefﬁcient, cim,−m+1, of φim is nonvanishing by the properties of the inner product (2.1).
Therefore
cim,−m+1φ−m(x) − x−1φim(x) = −
im∑
k=−m+1
γim,kφk(x),
where the Fourier coefﬁcients are given by
γim,k =
(
x−1φim,φk
)
(φk,φk)
=
(
φim, x
−1φk
)
(φk,φk)
. (2.6)
Since φim ⊥ Lm−1,im−1 and
x−1φk(x) ∈ Lm−1,im−1, k = −m + 2, . . . , i(m − 1),
it follows that the only nonvanishing Fourier coefﬁcients are associated with the previous block of
i + 1 Laurent polynomials, φ−m+1, . . . ,φim. We therefore obtain
cim,−m+1φ−m(x) = x−1φim(x) − γim,imφim(x) − γim,im−1φim−1(x) − · · ·
−γim,i(m−1)+1φi(m−1)+1(x) − γim,−m+1φ−m+1(x). (2.7)
This yields the (i + 2)-term recursion formula
δ−mv−m = (A−1 − βim,imIn)vim − βim,im−1vim−1 − · · ·
−βim,i(m−1)+1vi(m−1)+1 − βim,−m+1v−m+1 (2.8)
with βj,k := vTj A−1vk .
2.2. Computation of φim+1
We determine a basis for Lm,im+j for j = 1. Regard
c−m,imφim+1(x) − xφ−m(x) ∈ Lm,im. (2.9)
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Analogously to the case j = 0, we express (2.9) in terms of its Fourier expansion with Fourier coefﬁ-
cients
γ−m,k = (φ−m, xφk)
(φk,φk)
, k = −m, . . . , im.
Note that φ−m ⊥ Lm−1,im and
xφk(x) ∈ Lm−1,im, k = −m + 1, . . . , im − 1.
Therefore φim+1 satisﬁes
c−m,imφim+1(x) = xφ−m(x) − γ−m,−mφ−m(x) − γ−m,imφim(x).
This yields the three-term recursion formula
δim+1vim+1 = (A − α−m,−mIn)v−m − α−m,imvim (2.10)
with αj,k := vTj Avk .
2.3. Computation of φim+2
We would like to determine a basis for Lm,im+2. Therefore consider the function
φim+2(x) − xφim+1(x) ∈ Lm,im+1. (2.11)
Its Fourier expansion has the coefﬁcients
γim+2,k = (φim+2, xφk)
(φk,φk)
, k = −m, . . . , im + 1.
However, φim+1 ⊥ Lm,im and
xφk(x) ∈ Lm,im, k = −m + 1, . . . , im − 1.
It follows that φim+2 satisﬁes
φim+2(x) = xφim+1(x) − γim+1,im+1φim+1(x)− γim+1,−mφ−m(x) − γim+1,imφim(x),
which yields the four-term recursion formula
δim+2vim+2 = (A − αim+1,im+1In)vim+1
− αim+1,−mv−m − αim+1,imvim.
(2.12)
2.4. Computation of φim+j for j = 3, 4, . . . i
We determine the remaining orthogonal basis elements for the spaces Lm,im+j for 3 j i. They
can be computed with the aid of the standard Lanczos recursions. We have
δim+jvim+j = (A − αim+j−1,im+j−1In)vim+j−1
− αim+j−1,im+j−2vim+j−2.
(2.13)
This completes the computation of the orthogonal basis for Lm,i(m+1).
2.5. Algorithm and orthogonal projection
The following algorithm summarizes the computation of the orthogonal basis for Lm−1,im. The
structure of the projected problem is discussed below.
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Algorithm 2.1 (Orthogonalization process for Km,im+1(A, v)).
Input: m, i, v, functions for evaluating matrix–vector products and
solving linear systems of equations with A;
Output: orthogonal basis {vk}im+1k=−m of Km,im+1(A, v);
v−1 := 0;
δ0 := ||v||; v0 := v/δ0;
for k = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1 do
u := Av−k;
α−k,ik := vTiku; u := u − α−k,ikvik;
α−k,−k := vT−ku; u := u − α−k,−kv−k;
δik+1 := ||u||; vik+1 := u/δik+1;
u := Avik+1;
αik+1,ik := vTiku; u := u − α2k+1,ikvik;
αik+1,−k := vT−ku; u := u − αik+1,−kv−k;
αik+1,ik+1 := vTik+1u; u := u − αik+1,ik+1vik+1;
δik+2 := ||u||; vik+2 := u/δik+2;
for j = 3, . . . , i do
u := Avik+j−1;
αik+j−1,ik+j−2 := vTik+j−2u; u := u − αik+j−1,ik+j−2vik+j−2;
αik+j−1,ik+j−1 := vTik+j−1u; u := u − αik+j−1,ik+j−1vik+j−1;
δik+j := ||u||; vik+j := u/δik+j;
end
w := A−1vi(k+1);
βi(k+1),−k := vT−kw; w := w − βi(k+1),−kv−k;
for j = 0, . . . , i − 1 do
βi(k+1),i(k+1)−j := vTi(k+1)−jw; w := w − βi(k+1),i(k+1)−jvi(k+1)−j;
end
δ−(k+1) := ||w||; v−(k+1) := w/δ−(k+1);
end
Given the orthonormal basis for the subspace Km,im+1(A, v), we deﬁne the matrix
Vm(i+1) = [v0, v1, . . . , vi, v−1, . . . , v−m+1, . . . , vim] ∈ Rn×m(i+1).
Eqs. (2.8), (2.10), (2.12), and (2.13) can be used to construct a matrix
Hm(i+1) = [hj,k] ∈ Rm(i+1)×m(i+1), such that
AVm(i+1) = Vm(i+1)Hm(i+1) + zm(i+1)e
T
m(i+1), (2.14)
where
zm(i+1) = hm(i+1)+1,m(i+1)v−m + hm(i+1)+2,m(i+1)vim+1
and Hm(i+1) satisﬁes
Hm(i+1) = VTm(i+1)AVm(i+1). (2.15)
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This matrix is analogous to the matrix Tm in the standard Lanczos decomposition (1.2). It is penta-
diagonal and its nonzero entries can be determined column-wise for the columns (i + 1)k + 1 + j,
0 j i, 1 km − 1. We examine the columns corresponding to different values of j.
2.5.1. The case j = 1
The column of AVm(i+1)+1 in this case corresponds to Av−k . Eq. (2.10) yields
Av−k = α−k,ikvik + α−k,−kv−k + δik+1vik+1.
Hence, the only nontrivial entries of the ((i + 1)k + 1)th column of Hm(i+1)+1 are
h(i+1)k,(i+1)k+1 = α−k,ik, h(i+1)k+1,(i+1)k+1 = α−k,−k,
h(i+1)k+2,(i+1)k+1 = δik+1.
2.5.2. The case j = 2
The column of AVm(i+1)+1 in this case corresponds to Avik+1. Eq. (2.12) yields
Avik+1 = αik+1,ikvik + αik+1,−kv−k + αik+1,ik+1vik+1 + δik+2vik+2.
It follows that the only nontrivial entries of the ((i + 1)k + 2)th column of Hm(i+1)+1 are
h(i+1)k,(i+1)k+2 = αik+1,ik, h(i+1)k+1,(i+1)k+2 = αik+1,−k,
h(i+1)k+2,(i+1)k+2 = αik+1,ik+1, h(i+1)k+3,(i+1)k+2 = δik+2.
2.5.3. The cases j = 3, 4, . . . , i
The columns of AVm(i+1)+1 in these cases correspond to Avik+j−1. Eq. (2.13) yields
Avik+j−1 = αik+j−1,ik+j−2vik+j−2 + αik+j−1,ik+j−1vik+j−1 + δik+jvik+j.
The only nontrivial entries of the ((i + 1)k + j)th columns, for j = 3, . . . , i − 1, are
h(i+1)k+j−1,(i+1)k+j = αik+j−1,ik+j−2, h(i+1)k+j,(i+1)k+j = αik+j−1,ik+j−1,
h(i+1)k+1,(i+1)k+j = δik+j.
2.5.4. The case j = 0
The (i + 1)kth column of AVm(i+1)+1 corresponds to Avik . In order to obtain an expression for Avik ,
it is necessary to multiply (2.8) by A and make the appropriate substitutions for Av−m+1, Avi(m−1)+1,
. . . , Avim, Av−m. Simpliﬁcation of the expression results from the facts that (i) βik,ik /= 0 by the prop-
erties of the inner product (2.1) and the positive deﬁniteness of A, and (ii) v
T
ikAvr = 0, r = −k +
1, . . . , 0, . . . , ik − 2. Combining these properties yields
Avik = h(i+1)k−1,(i+1)kvik−1 + h(i+1)k,(i+1)kvik
+ h(i+1)k+1,(i+1)kv−k + h(i+1)k+2,(i+1)kvik+1.
Symmetry immediately gives that
h(i+1)k−1,(i+1)k = h(i+1)k,(i+1)k−1 = δ(i+1)k−2,
h(i+1)k+1,(i+1)k = h(i+1)k,(i+1)k+1 = α−k,ik,
h(i+1)k+2,(i+1)k = h(i+1)k,(i+1)k+2 = αik+1,ik.
Finally, some arithmetic and the orthonormality of the vectors yield the diagonal element
h(i+1)k,(i+1)k = 1 − βik,ik−1δik − α−k,ikδ−k
βik,ik
.
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Example 2.1. Letm = 3 and i = 3. Then the matrix H13 is of the form
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
α0,0 δ1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
δ1 α1,1 δ2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 δ2 α2,2 δ3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 δ3 h4,4 α−1,3 α4,3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 α−1,3 α−1,−1 δ4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 α4,3 δ4 α4,4 δ5 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 δ5 α5,5 δ6 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 δ6 h8,8 α−2,6 α7,6 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 α−2,6 α−2,−2 δ7 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 α7,6 δ7 α7,7 δ8 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 δ8 α8,8 δ9 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 δ9 h12,12 α−3,9
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 α−3,9 α−3,−3
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
3. Recursions for indeﬁnite matrices
The recursion formulas derived in Section 2 assume that A is deﬁnite. This assumption is not neces-
sary, however, to the derivation of the recursion formulas presented in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. The only
assumption necessary in these cases is that the vectors in the deﬁnition (1.5) of Km+1,im+1+j(A, v),
j = 2, 3, . . . , i, remain independent. This assures that the positive degree of φim+j and the negative
degree of φ−m are im + j andm, respectively.
The recursion formulas (2.8) and (2.10) presented in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 are derived under the
assumption that the trailing coefﬁcient, cim,−m+1, ofφim and the leading coefﬁcient, c−m,im, ofφ−m are
nonvanishing. These conditionsmaynot be satisﬁed for every value ofm ifA is indeﬁnite. The indeﬁnite
case for  = m is treated in [20], where it is explained that if the trailing or leading coefﬁcient vanishes
for some value m, then it is necessary to replace the three-term recursion formula with a ﬁve-term
formula in this particular step. The situation is analogouswhen /m > 1, but computionally unwieldy
for the case cim,−m+1 = 0. This case and the case c−m,im = 0 are discussed separately below. Example
5.3 in Section 5 illustrates the formulas of Section 2 applied to an indeﬁnite matrix when a breakdown
does not occur.
3.1. The case c−m,im = 0
Assume that for somem 1 the recursion formulas of Section 3 have been used to compute
φ0,φ1, . . . ,φi,φ−1,φi+1, . . . ,φ2i,φ−2,φ2i+1, . . . ,φim,φ−m,
and that the leading coefﬁcient, c−m,im, of φ−m vanishes. Thus,
φ−m(x) = x−m + c−m,im−2xim−2 + · · · + c−m,im−1xim−1.
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Analogously to (2.7), we have
cim,−m+1φ−m(x) = x−1φim(x) − γim,imφim(x) − γim,im−1φim−1(x) − · · ·
−γim,i(m−1)+1φi(m−1)+1(x) − γim,−m+1φ−m+1(x), (3.1)
where the Fourier coefﬁcients are given by (2.6), and
φim(x) = xim + cim,im−1xim−1 + · · · + cim,−m+1x−m+1.
Comparing coefﬁcients for the xim-terms in the right-hand side and left-hand side of (3.1) shows that
γim,im = 0. This is equivalent to (x−1φim,φim) = 0; cf. (2.6).
Let ψ ∈ Lm−1,im−1. Then
0 = (x−1φim,φim) = (φim, cim,−m+1x−m + ψ) = cim,−m+1(φim, x−m).
Since cim,−m+1 /= 0, we must have (φim, x−m) = 0. This condition implies that all the Fourier coefﬁ-
cients in (3.1) vanish and, therefore, the computation of φ−m simpliﬁes to
cim,−m+1φ−m(x) = x−1φim(x).
Correspondingly, using the relation (2.9), the computation ofφim+1 is most appropriatelymodiﬁed
to
φim+1(x) − xφim(x) ∈ Lm,im
along with a modiﬁcation of the Fourier coefﬁcients
γˆ−m,k = (φim, xφk)
(φk,φk)
, k = −m, . . . , im.
Anargument similar to thatof Section2.2 shows thatφim+1 nowsatisﬁesa four-termrecursion formula,
φim+1(x) = xφim(x) − γˆ−m,−mφ−m(x)
−γˆ−m,imφim(x) − γˆ−m,im−1φim−1(x).
The recursion formula (2.10), as well as the matrix Hm(i+1)+1, can be adjusted in a manner analogous
to the modiﬁcation for the indeterminate case described in [20].
3.2. The case cim,−m+1 = 0
The computation of φ−m in Section 2.1 requires that cim,−m+1 /= 0, cf. (2.5); that is, it is required
that the trailing coefﬁcient in
φim(x) = cim,−m+1x−m+1 + · · · + xim
is nonvanishing. If this coefﬁcient does vanish, then φim is deﬁcient in the x
−m+1 term and the expres-
sion (2.5) used to compute φ−m must be modiﬁed. Further, the only indication of this deﬁciency in
terms of the computed coefﬁcients is that (φim, x
−1φim) = 0, a quantity that appears in the evaluation
ofφ−m as expressed in (2.7). This is different from the situationwhen c−m,im = 0 considered in Section
3.1, in which an indicator occurs in the evaluation of the previous vector.
If the trailing coefﬁcient, cim−1,−m+1, in
φim−1(x) = cim−1,−m+1x−m+1 + · · · + xim−1
does not vanish, then the combination
cim−1,−m+1φ−m(x) − x−1φim−1(x) ∈ Lm,im
can be used to compute φ−m. However, there is no guarantee that cim−j,−m+1 does not vanish; that is,
that (φim−j , x−1φim−j) /= 0, for any j = 0, 1, . . . , i − 1.
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Under the assumption of linear independence of the extended Krylov vectors, φ−m always can be
computed from
φ−m(x) − x−1φ−m+1(x) ∈ Lm,im.
This is analogous to the case for  = m presented in [20]. However, the quantities
(φ−m+1, x−1φj),
which appear in the computation of the Fourier coefﬁcients, do not necessarily vanish for j = −m +
2,−m + 1 and for j = i(m + 2) + 1, i(m + 2) + 2, . . . , im. Therefore the recursion formula that re-
sults has 2i + 3 terms. Even though φ−m+1 exists in the deﬁcient case, an algorithm that accounts
for this possibility is unwieldy for i > 1. We remark that an algorithm for the indeﬁnite case when
i = 1( = m) is presented in [20].
4. Application to rational Gauss quadrature
We ﬁrst consider standard Gauss quadrature rules for the approximation of integrals
If :=
∫
f (x)dμ(x), (4.1)
where dμ is themeasure in (2.2) and the integrand f is assumed to be deﬁned on the convex hull of the
support of dμ. Our approach to introduce Gauss rules follows Golub andMeurant [16], and generalizes
to rational Gauss quadrature rules. It is convenient to express the integral (4.1) in the form
If = vT f (A)v. (4.2)
The following connection between the (standard) Lanczos decomposition (1.2) and the m-point
Gauss quadrature rule for (4.1) is well known; see, e.g., Golub and Meurant [16]. We present a simple
proof which we subsequently generalize to rational Gauss rules.
Theorem 4.1 (Gauss quadrature). Let Tm be the symmetric tridiagonal matrix in the standard Lanczos
decomposition (1.2). Then
If = eT1f (Tm)e1 ∀f ∈ L0,2m−1. (4.3)
Thus, the right-hand side is an m-point Gauss quadrature rule for approximating the integral (4.1).
Proof. Let thematrices Vm and Tm be those of the standard Lanczos decomposition (1.2). The following
equality can be established,
p(A)v = Vmp(Tm)e1 ∀p ∈ L0,m−1, (4.4)
by letting p(t) := tj for increasing j 0; see, e.g., [11,26] for details. Moreover,
Amv = AAm−1v = AVmTm−1m e1 = VmTmm e1 + gm e
T
mT
m−1
m e1.
Therefore,
VTmq(A)v = q(Tm)e1 ∀q ∈ L0,m.
Combining this with (4.4) yields
v
T
p(A)q(A)v = eT1p(Tm)q(Tm)e1 ∀p ∈ L0,m−1, q ∈ L0,m.
This establishes (4.3). 
Substitution of the spectral decomposition of Tm into the right-hand side of (4.3) yields the “stan-
dard” representation of the Gauss rule in terms of its nodes and weights.
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We turn to rational Gauss quadrature rules that are exact for certain Laurent polynomials. Rational
Gauss rules were ﬁrst considered by Gonchar and López Lagomasino [17], and have subsequently
received considerable attention; see, e.g., Gautschi [15] for a recent discussion and references. An
application of rational Gauss rules to the computation of upper and lower bounds for certain matrix
functionals is described in [23].
We consider the case i = 1 in (1.8) and let the number of nodes be even. The analog of the standard
Lanczos decomposition are the two decompositions,
AV2m = V2mH2m + z2me
T
2m, (4.5)
A−1V2m = V2mG2m + v−m[g2m+1,2m−1e2m−1 + g2m+1,2me2m]T , (4.6)
where the columns of V2m ∈ Rn×(2m) form an orthonormal basis for Km,m+1(A, v), the vectors
z2m, v−m ∈ Rn are orthogonal to these columns, and v = V2me1. ThematricesH2m, G2m ∈ R(2m)×(2m)
are symmetric block tridiagonal with 2 × 2 blocks; see [20] for details. The following example illus-
trates the structure of the subdiagonal blocks.
Example4.1.ThematricesH2m andG2m in thedecompositions (4.5) and (4.6)mayhavenonzero entries
at the positions marked by “∗”. The illustrations are form = 4.
G8 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, H8 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
The structure of the matrices Hk and Gk is shown in [20] for arbitrary sizes k.
We would like to establish that
v
T
f (A)v = eT1f (H2m)e1 ∀f ∈ L2m−2,2m+1. (4.7)
Substituting the spectral decomposition of H2m into e
T
1f (H2m)e1 shows that this expression can be
considered a quadrature rule with 2m nodes for evaluating the left-hand side of (4.7). In view of (4.2),
the latter equals (4.1). Since dim(L2m−2,2m+1) = 4m, the property (4.7) would make the right-hand
sidea rationalGauss rule for theapproximationof (4.1).A “standard” representationof this rule in terms
of its nodes and weights can be obtained by replacing the matrix H2m by its spectral decomposition.
Thus, the nodes are the eigenvalues of H2m and the weights are the square of the ﬁrst component of
normalized eigenvectors.
Wewill show (4.7) by ﬁrst establishing some auxiliary results. It is convenient to require thematrix
A to be deﬁnite. This secures the existence of the rational Gauss rule.
Lemma 4.2. Let H2m, G2m, and V2m be the matrices in (4.5) and (4.6). Let v = V2me1. Then
v
T
Ajv = eT1Hj2me1, j = 0, 1, . . . , 2m + 1, (4.8)
v
T
A−jv = eT1Gj2me1, j = 0, 1, . . . , 2m − 1. (4.9)
Proof. We ﬁrst consider (4.8). The relation (4.5) and the structure of H2m, illustrated in Example 4.1
and shown in [20], yield
Ajv = V2mHj2me1, j = 0, 1, . . . , m.
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Moreover,
Am+1v = V2mHm+12m e1 + z2me
T
2mH
m
2me1.
Combining these expressions and using that VT2mz2m = 0 shows (4.8).
The relation (4.6) and the structure of G2m, illustrated in Example 4.1 and proved in [20], give
A−jv = V2mGj2me1, j = 0, 1, . . . , m,
from which (4.9) follows. 
In order to show that (4.7) is a rational Gauss rule, it remains to relate the powers G
j
2m in (4.9) to
the negative powers H
−j
2m. This is done in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3. Let the matrices H2m and G2m be deﬁned by (4.5) and (4.6), respectively, and let the matrix
A be deﬁnite. Then
e
T
1G
j
2me1 = e
T
1H
−j
2me1, j = 0, 1, . . . , 2m − 2. (4.10)
Proof. According to [20, (2.16)], we have
H2mG2m = I2m + e2mu
T
2m, (4.11)
where only the last two entries of u2m may be nonvanishing. Multiplication of (4.11) by e1 from the
right-hand side gives
H2mG2me1 = e1.
Since A is deﬁnite, so is H2m = VT2mAV2m. Hence,
G2me1 = H−12m e1.
Further, ifm 3, then
H22mG
2
2me1 = H2m
(
I2m + e2mu
T
2m
)
G2me1 = H2mG2me1 = e1,
where we have used that only the ﬁrst three entries of the vector G2me1 may be nonzero. This follows
from the structure of G2m. Proceeding similarly for increasing values of j yields
H
j
2mG
j
2me1 = e1, j = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1.
This shows (4.10). 
Theorem 4.4 (Rational Gauss quadrature). Equation (4.7) holds, i.e., the right-hand side is a rational
Gauss quadrature rule for the approximation of (4.1).
Proof. The result follows by combining (4.8)–(4.10). 
A result analogous to (4.7) can be shown in a similar fashion when the number of nodes is odd.
5. Numerical examples
The computations in this section are performed using MATLAB with about 15 signiﬁcant decimal
digits. In all examples, except when explicitly stated otherwise, A ∈ R1000×1000 and the vector v ∈
R1000 has normally distributed random entries with mean zero and variance one. We will refer to the
rational Lanczos method that uses the Krylov subspace K,m(A, v) as Lanczos (, m). The examples
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compare the performance of the standard Lanczos method with the rational Lanczos methods for the
cases  = m,  = 2m, and  = 3m.
In all computed examples, we use Krylov subspaces of dimension k = 12, 24, 36, 48, and 60. These
dimensions are divisible by both 2, 3, and 4, and assure that the denominator degree of the rational
Lanczos methods considered increases by at least one in each step. We determine the actual value w,
given by (1.1), as well as approximations
wˆk = Vkf (Hk)e1‖v‖,
where the pentadiagonal matrix Hk , deﬁned by (2.15), depends on the ratio /m. For comparison,
we also compute the approximation wk , given by (1.3), with m = k, evaluated with the aid of the
standard Lanczos decomposition (1.2) withm = k. We refer to this method as Lanczos (k). The ﬁgures
display the errors ‖w − wˆk‖ in logarithmic scale for Lanczos (k), Lanczos (k/2 − 1, k/2)( = m),
Lanczos (k/3 − 1, 2k/3)( = 2m), and Lanczos (k/4 − 1, 3k/4)( = 3m) for k = 12, 24, 48, 60, and
a few functions f .
All matrix functions are computed by means of the spectral decomposition of the matrix. For the
function f (x) = exp(x)/x, we evaluate (1.1) as exp(A)A−1v, whereA−1v is computedby solving a linear
system of equations. The rational Lanczos methods yield approximations
wˆk = Vk exp(Hk)H−1k e1‖v‖,
with a symmetric and pentadiagonal matrix Hk deﬁned by (2.15). The vector H
−1
k e1 is determined by
evaluating the ﬁrst column of the pentadiagonal matrix Gk given by (4.6) for Lanczos (k/2 − 1, k/2).
For the other rational Lanczosmethods,H
−1
k e1 is evaluated by solving a linear systemof equations. The
standard Lanczos (k) method determines the Lanczos decomposition (1.2) with m = k, which yields
the approximation
wk = Vk exp(Tk)T−1k e1‖v‖.
This expression is evaluated by ﬁrst solving a linear system of equations for the vector T
−1
k e1.
Examples 5.1 and 5.2. Let A = [ai,j] be the symmetric positive deﬁnite Toeplitz matrix with entries
ai,j = 1/(1 + |i − j|). Computedresultsare showninFigs. 5.1and5.2 for f (x) = exp(−x)/xand f (x) =
log(x), respectively. We remark that fast direct solution methods are available for linear systems of
equations with this kind of matrix; see, e.g., [3,29]. Approximations of (1.1) determined by the rational
Lanczos methods are seen to be of higher accuracy than approximations obtained with the standard
Lanczosmethod. Moreover, Krylov subspaces (1.8) for i = 2 and i = 3 yield smaller errors than Krylov
subspaces for i = 1 of the same dimension.
Example 5.3. The symmetric indeﬁnite matrix of this example is of the form
A =
[
B C
CT −B
]
,
where B is a tridiagonal symmetric Toeplitz matrix of order 500 with a typical row [−1, 2,−1]. All
entries of C ∈ R500×500 are zerowith the exception of the entry 1 in the lower left corner of thematrix.
Fig. 5.3 compares the errors in approximations of (1.1) for f (t) = exp(t)/t determined by the rational
and standard Lanczos methods. The standard Lanczos method is seen to be unable to determine an
accurate approximation.
Examples 5.4 and 5.5. The matrix in this example is obtained by discretization of the self-adjoint
differential operator L(u) = 1
10
uxx − 100uyy in the unit square. Each derivative is approximated by
the standard three-point stencil with 40 equally spaced interior nodes in each space dimension.
Homogeneous boundary conditions are used. This yields a 1600 × 1600 symmetric positive deﬁnite
matrix A. The initial vector v for the standard and rational Lanczos processes is chosen to be the
unit vector with all entries 1/
√
40. Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 compare the errors in approximations of (1.1)
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determined by the standard and rational Lanczos methods for the functions f (x) = exp(x)/x and
f (x) = 1/√x.
10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
10
−14
10
−12
10
−10
10
−8
10
−6
10
−4
10
−2
10
0
f(x)=exp(−x)/x; A is positive definite Toeplitz.
Fig. 5.1. Example 5.1 and 5.2: Errors in approximations of f (x) = exp(−x)/x for Lanczos (k)(◦−◦), Lanczos
(k/2 − 1, k/2)(× · · ·×), Lanczos (k/3 − 1, 2k/3)(+ − −+),and Lanczos (k/4 − 1, 3k/4)(∗−·−∗) for subspaces of dimension
k = 12, 24, 36, 48, 60.
10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
10
−14
10
−12
10
−10
10
−8
10
−6
10
−4
10
−2
f(x)=log(x); A is positive definite Toeplitz.
Fig. 5.2. Example 5.1 and 5.2: Errors in approximations of f (x) = log(x) for Lanczos (k)(◦−◦), Lanczos (k/2 − 1, k/2)(× · · ·×),
Lanczos (k/3 − 1, 2k/3)(+ − −+), and Lanczos (k/4 − 1, 3k/4)(∗−·−∗) for subspaces of dimension k = 12, 24, 36, 48, 60.
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f(x)=exp(x)/x; A is block indefinite.
Fig. 5.3. Example 5.3: Errors in approximations of f (x) = exp(−x)/x for Lanczos (k)(◦−◦), Lanczos (k/2 − 1, k/2)(× · · ·×),
Lanczos (k/3 − 1, 2k/3)(+ − −+), and Lanczos (k/4 − 1, 3k/4)(∗−·−∗) for subspaces of dimension k = 12, 24, 36, 48, 60.
10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
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10
0
10
2
f(x)=exp(−x)/x; A is generated from L(u).
Fig. 5.4. Example 5.4 and 5.5: Errors in approximations of f (x) = exp(−x)/x for Lanczos (k)(◦−◦), Lanczos
(k/2 − 1, k/2)(× · · ·×), Lanczos (k/3 − 1, 2k/3)(+ − −+), and Lanczos (k/4 − 1, 3k/4)(∗−·−∗) for subspaces of dimension
k = 12, 24, 36, 48, 60.
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f(x)=x−1/2 ; A is generated from L(u).
Fig. 5.5. Example 5.4 and 5.5: Errors in approximations of f (x) = 1/√x for Lanczos (k)(◦−◦), Lanczos (k/2 − 1, k/2)(× · · ·×),
Lanczos (k/3 − 1, 2k/3)(+ − −+), and Lanczos (k/4 − 1, 3k/4)(∗−·−∗) for subspaces of dimension k = 12, 24, 36, 48, 60.
6. Conclusion
Rational Lanczos methods for generating orthonormal bases of rational Krylov subspaces
Km,mi+1(A, v) can be implemented with short recursion relations. For all integers i 1, the projected
matrixHm(i+1), deﬁnedby (2.15), is pentadiagonalwith a block-tridiagonal structure. Computed exam-
ples illustrate that the rational Krylov subspacesKm,mi+1(A, v)may yieldmore accurate approximants
for i > 1 than rational Krylov subspaces Km,mi+1(A, v) with i = 1 or standard Krylov subspaces (1.4)
of the same dimension.
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